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Abstract: H.264 videos have been the most shared type of video format in recent times and hence its security is a major
issue. The techniques presented in the recent times incur complex computations. The major research objective is to
design an efficient Chaotic Selective Video Encryption (CSVE) technique which can result in a better visual
degradation of the encrypted video with less computational complexity. In the proposed work, in order to secure the
H.264 videos, two one-dimensional logistic maps are cross coupled in the chaotic encryption technique which uses a
lookup table for data conversion. The technique is evaluated using different performance metrics like Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR), entropy, statistical analysis etc along with the traditional logistic map. The work is compared with
some recent techniques in terms of PSNR and was found out that the proposed technique has better encryption effect.
Index Terms: Encryption, computational complexity, JM 19.0 reference model, H.264, cross coupled logistic map.

1. Introduction
With the exponential advancement in internet and the innovative breakthrough in the technology, the video sharing
is happening very smoothly at the satisfactory rate. Sensitive and personal information share the higher priority and
hence, data must be protected against the interceptions [1]. Avoiding unauthorized access and securing the privacy can
be achieved through video encryption. Video encryption is a technique to secure the contents of the video by converting
the content of the video into unreadable form for the unauthorized users.
Information security has been the primary concern over internet as the illegal activities [2] are increasing with
increasing users. Need for security is one of the driving forces behind the new techniques evolving in the field of
cryptography. Innovation in the cameras [3] and swift advances in the storage capacity have been the reasons for
increased movement of videos and also the reason behind increased quality of the videos. The encryption techniques
have to preserve the quality of the videos to the maximum extent and hence the research is continued in increasing the
quality of the video after the decryption.
The encryption techniques have to address the computational complexity incurred during the process along with
the visual degradation. The full video encryption is a technique which fully encrypts the video and hence the time
required to do so is very high. Instead of working on every bit of the video, selective video encryption technique choses
few parameters for the process of encryption. The selective video encryption technique is a better solution than full
video encryption and it can be used in the different applications of multimedia streaming like video conferencing, Video
on demand (VoD), Pay Per View (PPV), etc. This technique can reduce the computational overhead so the time
required for encryption is very less as compared to the full / naïve encryption technique. In the proposed work, H.264
compression technique is chosen for the encryption which is carried out during the compression technique itself. Chaos
theory is used as the platform for encryption in which cross coupled logistic maps [4] are used for the conversion of
data. The technique can be used in the various fields like medical data processing [5], online library systems, video
conferencing, etc. Online streaming of the video content has been on the rise from last decade and the chaotic video
encryption techniques have also been evolving from one-dimensional to
Contributions of the proposed work:
1.
2.

Cross coupling of the logistic maps to increase the security of the encryption technique.
Usage of congruence rules for the start state generation.
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2. Previous Work
Chaos encryption has been evolving since the first work on the logistic map application in encryption was
proposed by Baptista [6]. Since then, different types of multimedia have been encrypted by the chaos theory using many
chaotic maps. The video encryption is explored using many chaotic maps like logistic map, sine map, henon map etc.
Different properties of the chaos like ergodicity, unpredictability and sensitivity to the initial conditions are the reasons
behind the chaos’ usage in the field of encryption. Such a kind of the encryption technique when used on multimedia
like video, can make the video very secure [7] and can withstand the attacks for a longer time. Video encryption has
also evolved from the theory of full encryption to the partial / selective encryption. Selective video encryption is a
technique which encrypts a part of the video to reduce the computational complexity incurred in the traditional
encryption processes. The raw video, when undergoes the H.264 video compression, results in the bit stream which is a
complex stream of syntax elements[8] which can only be decoded by the H,264 decoder.
Syntax elements such as Motion Vectors (MVs), trailing zeros, trailing ones, Motion Vector differences (MVDs),
Intra Prediction Modes (IPMs), etc are encrypted using different chaotic maps. The proposed work encrypts few of the
syntax elements using the concept of cross coupling of logistic maps. So far, the video encryption using chaos has been
implemented using different sets of syntax elements. The time period of the compression process was chosen for the
encryption by Lei Chen et al [9] for the encryption of the selected syntax elements in the video stream. The code trees
viz., kth order Exp Golomb code (KEG), Fixed length (FL) codes and the Truncated Unary Code (TU) were selected for
the encryption using the Piecewise Linear chaotic map. The KEG and FL codes contributed to the increase in the code
length. The technique became complex due to the selection of all the code trees presentation and the selective choice of
the code trees might have reduced the computational overhead. The technique failed to withstand against the different
types of attacks, but it was also fast in encrypting the syntax elements.
A huge number of parameters such as levels of non-zero coefficients, Intra Prediction Modes (IPMs), number of
zeros before non-zero coefficients, Trailing Zeros’ sign and Motion Vector Differences (MVDs) were encrypted by Hui
Xu et al[10]. The selection of the syntax elements resulted in the strong security but the technique suffered from the
high computational complexity. A considerable key space of 2626 bits was used which is enough for the brute force
attacks but the key space is small for the replay and differential attacks. Chaotic stream cipher was generated using the
traditional Coupled Lattice Model (CML) without any modifications and hence if initial state is known then the
subsequent states can be easily computed. The technique claimed to preserve the bit rate and compression ratio.
Very few syntax elements were chosen for encryption using multiple Renyi chaotic[11] maps and the
pseudorandom bit sequence generated was strong enough to maintain format compliancy. 111-bit secret key was used in
the technique which made the process weak against the brute force attacks. The technique was very secured due to the
use of multiple maps. Five Renyi maps were used to generate the required random numbers which increased the
computational complexity and the total key length was 128 bits which is very very low to withstand against any kind of
attacks.
IPMs, residual coefficients and MVDs were used for selective video encryption using chaotic Qi system[12]. The
Qi system was supported by the XOR operation to produce the random numbers based on the user provided key. For
every slice in the frame, 256-bit keys were generated which made the technique to consume a lot of time to encrypt the
syntax elements. A very huge key space of 2.4x1052 which sums to a key with length 174 bits is used in this technique.
The trade-off between the security and computational complexity is well addressed in this technique
Coupled Lattice Model (CLM) was used to address the spatiotemporal behaviour of the chaotic system by [13].
Different parts of the bit stream like residual data, inter block mode selection and IPMs were converted to cipher data
using the pseudo random numbers produced by the CLM. The scene change observed in the videos resulted in a large
residual data and hence the encryption process consumed more time than expected. Bit rate of the encrypted file
increased at an average of 1.98%, which is considerably low. Trailing ones and zeros with DCT coefficients, IPMs and
MVs were used to encrypt the video stream by Hui Xu et al [4]. Modified LCM was once again used in the
spatiotemporal domain but with different set of syntax elements for different frames. Payload in the Network
abstraction layer was the region of encryption unlike encryption during the compression method. Header of every slice
had to be parsed in order to encrypt and decrypt the data. This resulted in the increased security but also increased the
file size and time consumed, since the metadata of the encryption had to be included in the encrypted bit stream.
Chroma components were focused for encryption in different processes of H.264 compression like inter prediction,
IPMs and Context Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) by Khlif et al [14]. Couple of Piecewise Linear Chaotic
Maps (PWLCMs) were practiced for the generation of the keys in the encryption process. The technique stood strong
against the brute force attacks and the format compliance along with the compression ratio was preserved. The key
space used by the technique was 1044 which is very high. The PWLCMs used in the technique are independent to each
other which infer that, if any of the state of information is revealed then other state information can be found out
without the interference of the other map. Random state interchange or the cross coupling of the maps could have
increased the security of the technique. Security of the encryption techniques was strengthened by using multiple syntax
elements by [15]. Scrambling operation was used along with chaotic encryption to support the confusion and diffusion
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property of the encryption technique. Permutation process with S-box scrambled the DCT coefficients, AES with a
modified S box was used to encrypt the non-zero coefficients and the chaotic logistic map was used to encrypt the
trailing non zero coefficients. The security of the technique is very high but due to the multiple encryption techniques in
the overall encryption process might be very time consuming. The order of the encryption technique starts with the
permutation of the of DCT using the traditional S-box without any modification, the overall technique could have been
stronger if the encryption started with a more complex encryption technique.
Yanije et al [16] proposed a Chaotic Selective Encryption Scheme (CSES) which uses two Key Stream Generation
(KSGs). A big set of syntax elements including IPMs, coded block pattern, information regarding the synchronization
of macro blocks and slices, non-zero quantized coefficients and inter prediction mode were encrypted using the CSES.
Logistic maps were used in the KSGs and the technique claimed to be very fast and the technique was able to maintain
the bit rate post encryption process.
Selection of the syntax elements can directly impact the encryption ratio and it was proved by [17]. This was
achieved when the binarization step in Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) was represented using
the Code Tree. Syntax elements like the IPMs and the reference frame indexes were encrypted using the Unary Code
(UC) and Truncated Unary (TU) respectively. The technique used less time in the encryption process and the
complexity of the overall technique was also very low. The security of the technique was limited to the key space of
128 bits and the technique used A 4-D hyperchaotic system [18] was used to encrypt each slice in the frame by
selecting the syntax elements present such as the MVD, delta Quantization parameter, residual coefficient and IPM
along with the cipher feedback mode of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). The effect of the encryption was
better compared toother chaotic techniques and the process also consumed very less time.
Even though so many chaotic maps have been tried to secure the video content so far, the field of encryption still
demands the novel techniques to strengthen the security of the encryption process. When assessed using the standard
measures, the encryption techniques are expected to show good results in terms of visual degradation, resistance to
attacks, signal to noise ratio, entropy, etc. In the proposed work, the concept of cross coupling of logistic maps is used
to encrypt the syntax elements of the H.264 video. Motion vectors, IPMs and trailing ones are selected for the
encryption which is aimed to make the process to consume less time and hence the process a lightweight encryption
technique.

3. Proposed Work
As described in the previous section, the proposed CSVE technique uses a subset of the syntax elements available
as per the H.264 guidelines. In order to reduce the computational complexity of the technique, the main advancing
feature of the proposed technique is the cross coupling of two one-dimensional logistic maps to generate the cipher text.
Fig 1 shows the basic encryption process used in the work. The cross coupling of the maps enhances the features of
confusion and diffusion of chaos theory in the proposed technique.
The chaotic encryption technique [19] follows a recursive process in which the initial state carries a lot of
importance. Every state of the chaotic encryption is derived from its previous state and hence initial state of this entire
technique has to be highly secured. In addition to this property, two different logistic maps are coupled together to
increase the security of the technique. The syntax elements are encrypted using the chaos theory which shall be
described further in this section. The cipher text resulting in this encryption process are swapped with syntax elements
in the bit stream and hence the process results in the encrypted video. The logistic map has been used in the video
encryption because of its chaotic properties like ergodicity, confusion and diffusion. The generic equation of the logistic
map is as shown in (1).
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑟 𝑥𝑛 (1 − 𝑥𝑛 )

(1)

Where,
𝑥𝑛 represents the start state of the system
r is the fixed non negative parameter
𝑥𝑛+1 represents the next state of the system
The cross coupling of the logistic maps is carried out with an added XOR operation which shall be detailed in the
next section. The methodology used in the proposed technique includes many stages in addition to the processes
described in the fig 1.
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Fig.1. Block diagram of the proposed chaotic encryption

3.1. Research methodology
Methodology of the entire proposed work starts with the usage of the congruence rules for the generation of the
start states for both of the logistic maps. The two logistic maps shall produce different states since the initial states are
computed with different inputs. The logic behind using different start state is to impart another level security in addition
to cross coupling the two maps. Step by step cross coupling of the two logistic map is carried out without leaving any
loop hole in the encryption technique. With these states, the logistic maps are run with XOR operation to induce more
security. The primary aim of using the chaotic maps in an encryption technique is to generate highly secure random
numbers which are used directly in the encryption process or the random numbers can be associated with the range of
values which are further used in the lookup tables as it is used in this work. Another reason behind using of lookup
tables is that it eliminates any kind of added communication regarding the sharing of procedural information with the
receiver. The lookup table makes the technique lightweight as the procedure to compute the table is very simple as
shown in the upcoming sections. The randomness of the numbers generated in the process is also assessed in the results
section.
3.2. Cross coupling of two logistic maps
The logistic map is coupled with another such map but with a different start state to impart higher level of
confusion and diffusion into the crypto-system. The coupling of logistic maps is as shown in fig 2. In the proposed work,
the two logistic maps are coupled mainly because such a coupling makes the cryptanalysis very difficult. The cipher
obtained after the coupling has to be determined by the two different chaotic orbits. Since both the logistic maps are of
same type, the encryption process increases the efficiency of the proposed technique. The coupling of the logistic maps
is supported by the XOR operation which uses the first number in the mantissa part of the individual state value.
Assume xn+1 is the second state of the first logistic map as shown in the (1) and its value is 0.48934.
Let the value, 𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑟 𝑥𝑛 (1 − 𝑥𝑛 ) = 0.48934 in the fractional part after the decimal point which is 48934, the
first number i.e., 4 is taken as the key for XOR operation. Before cross coupling the states of two different logistic maps,
the output of the states go through the XOR operation. Logistic maps by themselves are a safe to generate the random
numbers and hence the proposed technique with cross coupling adds on to the security features of the technique.
Step 1: Find the first state of first logistic map 1, 𝑥11 = 𝑟 𝑥10 (1 − 𝑥10 ).
Step 2: Extract the first number from the fractional part of the state x1 .and let this number be N1.
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Fig.2. Cross coupling of logistic map 1 and logistic map 2

Step 3: Perform the XOR operation with the results of step 1 and 2.
Final state, 𝑥11 = 𝑥11 ⊕ 𝑁1
Step 4: Find the first state of first logistic map 2, 𝑥21 = 𝑟 𝑥20 (1 − 𝑥20 ).
Step 5: Extract the first number from the fractional part of the state x21 .and let this number be N2.
Step 6: Perform the XOR operation with the results of step 1 and 2. Final state, 𝑥21 = 𝑥21 ⊕ 𝑁2
Step 7: Now the states x11 and x21 are cross coupled to each of the logistic maps and this process is continued till
conditions for the lookup table are met.
Since the key for the XOR operation is taken implicitly by the technique from one of its states itself, there is no
need to pass the key separately to the receiver. Following the roadmap of the encryption technique, the upcoming
phases includes the start state generation and generation of lookup tables etc.
3.3. Generation of the start state
In order to generate the start state of the logistic maps X0, the (2) is followed.
X0 =

1 255 bi

2 i=0 2i +1

(2)

Where, bi is the random binary sequence.
X0 is the start state.
Random binary sequence bi is generated using the equivalence class rules merged with the congruence class rules
theory in mathematics.
To generate binary sequence of logistic map 1, the congruence rule is shown in (3).
𝑎 ≡ b ( mod c) ∀ c | c ≥ 3

(3)

where

c = {3,4}
{a,b} ∈ E
E is the equivalence class for mod c. Between many equivalence classes that might be considered, for c = 3, the
class considered for the first three remainders 0, 1 and 2 are considered to be c30, c31, c32. For c = 4, the respective
classes are considered to be c40, c41, c42, c43. Consider the classes c30 and c40, which represent the classes for all the
numbers whose division results in the remainder 0, 29 such numbers are taken from this class. These numbers are again
binarized to form 128bit length key. Henceforth, the process is continued on c31 and c41 which represent the
equivalence for all the numbers whose division results in the remainder 1 to form the 64bit key. The technique is
continued till 256bit key length is reached.
To generate binary sequence of logistic map 2, the congruence rule is shown in (4).
𝑖 ≡ j ( mod k) ∀ k | k ≥ 5

(4)

where

k = {5,6}
{i, j} ∈ E
E is the equivalence class for mod k.
The procedure to form the 256bit length key for this map is similar to the one described for the logistic map1.

3.4. Encryption technique
Data changes rapidly from one process of the H.264 compression to another and the encryption techniques take the
advantage of such change in a frame with reference to another frame within the same Group of Frame (GoP). Syntax
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elements are the key elements which carry vital information of a frame which is referenced by other frames in the GoP.
In the present work, the motion vectors along with the IPMs and trailing ones are selected for the encryption process.
Look up tables are required to form the correlation among the intervals in the range of the logistic map in coordination
to the plain text or syntax elements. The range of the cross coupled logistic map is between 0 and 1. This range is
divided in to ‘r’ intervals where r = 256 which represents the maximum possible value of any parameters considered for
the encryption. Now to decide the length of each interval in the range 0 to 1, an epsilon interval defined based on the
maximum value as given by (5).

=

1
256

(5)

The range [0,1] gets the interval length in form of ′𝜀 ′ . The role of each interval of this length in the range, is to get
associated with each character in the syntax element. For example, the character ‘0’ in the syntax element is linked to
the interval 0 and 𝜀 , character ‘1’ is linked to the interval 𝜀 and 2𝜀 and so on. As shown in table 1, look-up table and
the start state are two prerequisites for starting the encryption process. Considering each of the character in the syntax
element s1, the range of the interval, r1-r2, using the epsilon is calculated and the cross coupled logistic map is run till
the states of the map enters within the range.
Table 1. Look up table for the original data and range calculated
Syntax element
s1
s2
s3

Interval range
r1 - r2
r3 – r4
r5 - r6

Sample states
0.3178 – 0.3276
0.3276– 0.3374
0.3374 – 0.3472

Iteration count
c1
c2
c3

The number of the iterations, for eg c1, taken by the coupled map is recorded as the cipher text of the
corresponding syntax element. Every bit in the syntax element is encrypted to create the stream of ciphers. One such
lookup table for the coupled logistic map encryption is shown in the table 1.

The coupled logistic maps are run until the states in the maps enter the epsilon intervals which are linked to the
characters as described above. Once the iteration stops in an interval, the number of iterations taken by the coupled map
is recorded as the cipher text. Every odd numbered iteration count account for the logistic map1 and the even number
count accounts for the map2. The count of the iteration is not reset after the encryption of the first character in the
syntax element, the count is continued for the next character and hence the dependency towards the start state in this
encryption increases and strength of the crypto-process also increases. The encryption process described so far in this
section distorts the visual quality of the video by selecting few of the syntax elements in the H.264 bitstream.

4. Experimental Setup
In the proposed work of selective video encryption, the chaotic encryption is carried out during the encoding
process of H.264. Joint Model (JM) 19.0 reference model which encodes the raw CIF video sequences to H.264 videos
is used for the encryption process. CAVLC process is selected as the encoding method. The base profile is selected with
quantisation parameter set to 28. The encrypted video is studied and analysed using many performance metrics in the
next section. The JM is run on Windows 10 OS with Intel core i3 processor and the work is examined with different
CIF sequences like carphone, foreman, miss America, etc.

5. Results & Analysis
To analyse the encrypted video, different areas like key sensitivity, visual degradation and computational
complexity are assessed. The proposed work is also compared with recent work and both are discussed. Key sensitivity
is also assessed by bringing changes into the initial sequence. Many of the performance metrics which are applicable to
the naï
ve encryption are also used in the work to depict the difference in the approach of both the full and selective
video encryption. Performance metrics like Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), entropy, NPCR (Number of Pixel
Change Rate), UACI (Unified Average Change Intensity), Structural Similarity Index (SSIM), chi squared test are used
to study the effect of the encryption on the video with the help of a stream analyser called Codec Visa. The proposed
work is also compared with recent works and both are discussed.
5.1. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
To assess the effect of the change in a frame due to the encryption, PSNR[20] can be very useful in measuring the
error between the encrypted and the original frames. The lower value of PSNR reflects the higher noise and hence the
more degradation due to encryption. The recorded values of in decibels(dB) for the different YUV sequences taken as
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input is as shown in the table 2 below.
Table 2. Recorded PSNR for different inputs
CIF
Sequences
Foreman
Akiyo
Carphone
Miss
America

Original
45.46
46.45
45.21

QP = 28
LM
7.70
9.23
9.15

44.96

CCLM
6.90
8.28
7.36

Original
41.45
42.03
40.5

8.06

40.94

8.26

QP = 34
CCLM
8.29
10.18
10.43
9.31

LM
7.41
8.92
8.69

CCLM
37.29
39.48
36.14

QP=40
LM
8.98
11.29
11.58

CCLM
8.23
9.73
9.94

8.88

37.83

10.32

9.65

The foreman sequence has recorded the lowest PSNR of 6.9 compared to others indicating that the encryption has
a good effect. The motion in the frame affects the PSNR too as rest of the frame remains same in the GoP. In the case of
Akiyo, the motion is less and can notice the minor movement of the facial region. Average PSNR calculated for the
one-dimensional logistic map is 8.585 and for the cross coupled logistic maps is 7.06 considering all the sequences used
in the test. Overall, there is a change of 17.94 in PSNR due to the cross coupling which is very much considerable with
the selected list of syntax elements. As more parameters are selected for the encryption, the encryption quality also
increases but the computational complexity increases too.
5.2. Number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR)

NPCR

Encryption effect is analyzed based upon the amount of change the encryption brings on the data present in the
frame. NPCR calculates the change in the encrypted frame with respect to the original frame using every pixel value in
both the frames. So NPCR can be used as a tool to evaluate the encryption technique and ideally all the pixels are
expected to be changed.
100
90
80
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60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Foreman

Carphone

Akiyo

Bus

CIF Sequences
Logistic Map

Cross coupled Logistci map

Fig.3. NPCR values for the P frame in GoP

The maximum value of NPCR achieved through the proposed technique is 88% for the foreman sequence and the
lowest recorded is 69% for the bus sequence. The syntax elements selected same but their appearance shall vary for
every different CIF sequence.
The observed value of NPCR for the different CIF sequences is shown in the fig 3.The number of motion vectors
found in the foreman sequence shall be very different from Akiyo and other frames. The ideal value of the NPCR is not
reached by the encryption technique described in this work due to the partial selection of the bit stream parameters. The
one-to-one pixel information matched during the NPCR calculation results in a lesser value since only selected portions
of the frame are encrypted.
5.3. Bitrate
The encryption technique should have very less impact in terms of number of bits processed per second. In the
proposed work, the change in the bit rate[21] after the encryption depends upon the number of parameters selected for
the process. In the proposed work, the number of bits processed by the encoder in a second is altered by the factors like
calculations in the encryption technique as described earlier and magnitude of the values substituted due to the look up
table reference. The proposed work encrypts a very small set of syntax elements and a very minor change in the bit rate
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is observed. The table 3 shows the bit rates of the original and the encrypted frames with average due to the encryption
technique.
Table 3. Bitrates for different CIF sequences
Sequence
Foreman
Carphone
Akiyo
Bus

Encrypted
339.47
310.35
205.89
237.65

Original
332
303.5
193.4
227

Change (%)
2.25
2.30
6.4
4.69

The maximum change in the bit rate is 6.4 % for the Akiyo and minimum change is 2.25 for foreman sequence.
Since the number of syntax elements in a CIF sequence vary according to the data present in the frame, the bit rates
presented in the table vary from each other. Considering the bit rates of original and encrypted frames, it can be inferred
that the change in the bit rate is very minimal and considerable for the real time use. The change observed between the
original and encrypted bit rate also reflects the minor change in the compression ratio. Average bit rate of the original
sequences is 263.97 whereas the average bit rate of the encrypted stream is 273.34. The average change in the bit rate is
found to be 3.91. The change in the bit rate shall directly affect the codec in terms of the decoding speed of the bit
stream. The format compliancy of the technique is justified by the very minute average change in the bit rate.
5.4. Differential Attack
Average change in the intensity level of the pixels between the original and encrypted frame is measured to
observe the changes brought by the encryption technique. UACI reflects whether the encrypted bit stream shows the
non-random behavior or not. The Unified Average Change in the Intensity (UACI) is measured by (6).
n
UACI = ∑m
i=0 ∑j=0

| (Iorig (i,j) − Iencr (i,j)) |
255

∗

100

(6)

m∗n

Where,
Iorig (i, j) – gives the original intensity value at (i, j)
Iencr (i, j) - gives the encrypted intensity value at (i, j)
m and n are the number of rows and column of the considered frames respectively.
Table 4. UACI of the proposed work for different CIF sequences
CIF sequences
Foreman
Carphone
Bus
Akiyo

LM
38.63
36.14
37.79
36.07

CCLM
41.23
39.34
38.99
38.2

Change in %
6.4
8.88
3.24
5.91

The UACI observed for the different sequences is as shown in the table 4. Since the encryption is partial in the
proposed work, the average UACI of 39% is near to the ideal value [22] as it is proposed for the encryption. The
average change in the in the intensity for the carphone is measured higher than the other three and the least change can
be observed in the bus sequence. Even though the cross coupling of the maps has reflected in positive change as
compared to the traditional usage of the logistic map in the encryption technique, the change is only due to the selective
changes carried out due to the minimal set of the syntax elements.
5.5. Structural Similarity Index (SSIM)
Visual degradation of the video in less time using less computational resources can be a primary property of any
video encryption technique. The SSIM is a very useful way of measuring this kind of visual degradation of the frame
encryption. For an encryption technique to be very good, the SSIM value is expected to be near to zero. In the proposed
work, the visual degradation can be easily noticed due to the encryption of the syntax elements. The proposed work has
already been evaluated using PSNR which is calculated using the MSE, it only evaluates the absolute errors. But the
inter-dependencies between the neighboring pixels is also to be evaluated. Collectively, these pixels account for the
necessary information on the shape of the objects visually. The observed SSIM values in the proposed work is shown in
the fig 4.
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Structural Similarity Index
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Fig.4. SSIM for the CIF sequences

The foreman sequence shows the SSIM 0.3918, the lowest in the fig 4 and the akiyo sequence with 0.5198 with
highest SSIM. As described earlier, the change in the SSIM is common due to the individual properties of the videos. In
the Akiyo sequence there is very less movement of the blocks since most of the blocks are static in the news
presentation. Only the full encryption can achieve the ideal value of 0, but with the cost of time and computational
resources. Having the lower SSIM for the sequence reflects the less dependency between the adjacent pixels and hence
the visual identification of the objects is also differed. Having security as the primary objective of the proposed work,
the lesser similarity index achieved through this result meets the necessary criteria.
Hence the proposed work of
selective video encryption justifies the recorded SSIM values.
5.6. Entropy Analysis
Entropy measure [23] reflects the amount of information present in the frame. The ability of the encryption
technique to regenerate the data is very important because the encrypted data is rendered useless if the original data
cannot be recovered from it. Entropy indicates the degree of re-generatability of the original information if applied on
the encrypted stream. In the proposed work, the entropy analysis is carried out to evaluate the grade of uncertainty of
the random sequence used in the chaotic sequence. Assuming that the variable ‘a’ is the information stream used in the
calculation of entropy and the governing equation is given by (7).
n

Entropy, H(a) = ∑2i=0− 1 p(ai ) log 2

1

(7)

p(ai )

Here, p(a) indicates the probability of ‘a’ and the information linked with the occurrence of ai is given by the
logarithmic function. The entropy values of the encrypted stream of the proposed work are as given in the table 5. The
entropy of the RGB channels being very near to the ideal value reflects the randomness and also the perseverance of
information in the cipher stream. Hence the entropy assessment also shows that the encryption is strong enough to reproduce the data provided that right parameters are used in the chaos encryption.
The encryption effect given by the cross-coupling technique is equally supported by the subset of the syntax
elements used, hence knowing the parameters under encryption and identification of the cross-coupling technique for
the re-production of the bit stream becomes difficult.
Table 5. Entropy of the color components
Color
Foreman
Carphone
Coastguard
Miss America

R
7.5981
7.4319
7.1985
7.3198

G
7.9143
7.4837
7.9002
7.7638

B
7.3573
7.3041
7.8148
7.2939

5.7. Randomness test
Randomness factor of the key sequence generated during the chaos encryption is measured using the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) test suite. The test checks many factors of a sequence to be concluded as
a random sequence for eg: checking the proportion of ones and zeros, number of 1s within a given block, sequence of
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uninterrupted sequence of identical bits, longest runs of ones, etc. For each of the tests in NIST, the output, the p\P
value is expected to be greater than or equal to 0.01. The recorded results for the proposed work are as shown in the
table 6
Table 6. NIST test suite results
Statistical Test
Frequency
Block Frequency
CumulativeSums
Runs
LongestRun
Rank
FFT
Approximate entropy
RandomExcursions
RandomExcursionsVariant
Serial

P-value
0.29812
0.33019
0.48217
0.52912
0.20298
0.43913
0.51873
0.68154
0.21498
0.39821
0.61834

Result
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

In order to evaluate the uniform distribution of the bits, the threshold value of acceptance is kept 0.01 which was
selected due to the cross coupling of the maps. But all the achieved values are well above the mark set and the crosscoupling technique is expected to withstand against the stronger attacks. The occurrence of zeros and ones determined
by the frequency test resulted in 0.298, which exhibits the required randomness in the technique. To assess the
frequency of ones in a N-bit is expected to be N/2 for absolute randomness, the output p-value of 0.330 reflects that the
block frequency is near to N/2 for the different combinations of ones.
Further the cumulative sums, runs and the longest runs results in the 0.482, 0.529 and 0.202. The linear
dependency of the bits between the fixed length substrings given by the rank gets the impressive score of 0.439 and it
shows that not only the fixed block of N bits, but also the fixed length of the substrings exhibits the randomness. The
observed values for different tests result are in the favor of the proposed work, as the P value for the tests are above 0.01.
This implies that the start sequence generated using the congruent rules resulted in a strong sequence to make the entire
process stronger.
5.8. Statistical Analysis
Statistical relationship between the encrypted and the original frames is measured by the correlation coefficient of
the frames which takes the help of mean of the pixels and its standard deviation. The correlation coefficient is given by
the (8).
CorrelCoeff =

∑r∗c
i=0(xi −xmean )(yi −ymean )

(8)

2
2
√[∑r∗c
i=0(xi −xmean ) (yi −ymean ) ]

Where,
r and c refer to the resolution of the frames under consideration.
xi refers the intensity value in the original frame
yi refers to the intensity value in the encrypted frame
xmean refers to the average value of all the pixels in original frame
ymean refers to the average value of all the pixels in encrypted frame
In the naï
ve techniques of encrypting the H.264 videos, the ideal value of no correlation or zero correlation can be
achieved since entire data found in the frame undergoes the encryption. The recorded values of correlation for the
proposed work is as shown in the table 7.
Table 7. Correlation coefficients of the different sequences
CIF sequence
Foreman
Coastguard
Carphone
MissAmerica

Horizontal
0.4529
0.5195
0.5005
0.5998

Vertical
0.5928
0.5388
0.6960
0.5210

Diagonal
0.4040
0.6111
0.6982
0.7109

Average
0.4832
0.5564
0.6315
0.6105

The pixel correlation in all the possible directions of vertical, horizontal and diagonal is assessed to show the noncorrelation of the data present in the encrypted frame. The range of average score recorded in the test is 0.4832-0.6315
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being far from the ideal value of 0 demands more parameters to be considered for the encryption. But the technique
presented in this work ties to achieves the required visual degradation which is shown in the other results. The higher
range of correlation achieved in this test is due to the presence of the non-encrypted parts of the video and for the
proposed work of selective video encryption, the range can be treated satisfactory.
Selective video encryption may have to compromise with computational complexity to achieve the ideal value of
the correlation coefficient which would fail the actual purpose of partial encryption. As it is evident from the table 7, a
huge gap can be observed between the values recorded and the ideal value which is due to the kind of encryption
proposed in the work. The tradeoff between the computational complexity and the parameters selected for encryption
has to be modulated according to the need of the application.
5.9. Original and Encrypted images
In order to meet the ideal conditions of encryption, the parameters selected for the encryption of the videos may
have to be increased to the maximum possible extent. This also affects the computational complexity of the technique.
But limiting the parameter selection considering the tradeoff between the time taken, computational complexity and
visual degradation, the proposed work encrypts a small set of syntax elements whose effect is as shown in the fig 5.

Fig.5a. Original carphone

Fig.5b. Coastguard original

Fig.5c. MissAmerica original

Fig.5d. Foreman original

Fig.5e. Encrypted carphone

Fig.5f. Encrypted coastguard

Fig.5g. Encrypted
MissAmerica

Fig.5h. Encrypted Foreman

Fig.5. Original and encrypted frames

The encryption process has been lightweight in the proposed work due to the one-dimensional maps in the
technique. Fig 5 reflects the considerable visual degradation because of very small portion of the syntax elements
encrypted in the process. Majority of the frame which remains motion-less has very less degradation since the IPMs and
trailing ones have less impact without the motion of the blocks.
The visual degradation is one of the primary objectives of the proposed work and it is achieved through the
coupling technique described in the earlier section. The results achieved in the PSNR, correlation coefficient, SSIM, etc
along with the fig 5 justify that the required encryption is carried out in the proposed work.
5.10. Key Sensitivity analysis
In the chaos encryption, since the start state holds the key to the subsequent states of the chaotic map, the start state
must be strong enough to withstand attacks for a maximum time. Sensitivity of the key is assessed by bringing some
minor changes to the key sequence and the impact of the change is shown in fig 6.
The analysis based on the experiments of the change in the start state provides evidence to the meeting of the
research objectives set in the earlier sections. Being chaotic by itself is a reflection of the high sensitivity towards the
initial states. As it can be observed in the Fig.6, the incremental changes brought in to the start state results in the
change of encrypted video to a greater extent. The position of the blocks is highly distorted and the more noise can be
observed in the encrypted frames. The total length of the key sequence in order to generate the same start state used in
the proposed work is 256 * 256 which is equal to 65536 bits. Each of the logistic map need 256-bit length key and the
coupling of the logistic maps doubles the requirement. Hence the key space of the overall encryption process is 2 65536.
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Fig.6a. Original Image

Fig.6b. Original encryption

Fig.6c. Encrypted frame with 0.5%
change in start state

Fig.6d. Encrypted frame with 1% change
in start state

Fig.6e. Encrypted frame with 1.5%
change in start state

Fig.6f. Encrypted frame with 2% change
in start state

Fig.6g. Encrypted frame with 2.5%
change in start state

Fig.6. Effect of change in start state on the encrypted frames

5.11. Chi squared test
Real time use of video data needs the faster rendering of the video which can be possible if the encryption
technique is lightweight. The one-dimensional logistic maps with XOR operation make the proposed technique to use
less resources of the system. But, to analyze the impact of the encryption technique, the variance between the recorded
and the actual frequencies is calculated using the Chi squared (  2 ) test which is represented by (9).

 2 =  k =1
256

( Rk − Ak ) 2
Ak

(9)

Where, Rk is the recorded frequency of the pixels in
the encrypted frames
Ak is the expected/actual frequency of the
pixels encrypted frames
As per the assumption, the significant level considered in the proposed work is 0.05 and the chi square values are
taken as  2 (255, 0.05) = 292.27. In order to achieve the uniform distribution, the governing condition  2examined   2
(255, 0.05) is expected to hold true. Autonomous observations are expected when the distribution is followed. The
recorded results for the different CIF sequences are shown in the table 8.
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Table 8. Chi square Test results
Chi square values
CIF sequences

χ

2

examined

values

Result

Foreman

248.12

Accepted

Carphone

224.51

Accepted

Coastguard

252.48

Accepted

MissAmerica

233.74

Accepted

The expected theoretical value of 255 against the observed values listed in the table 8 mirrors the correctness of the
encrypted data. Assuming that the maximum encrypted value that can be accommodated in the frame is 255, the
encrypted values and the frequencies used in the (9) have produced the nearby values comparing to the theoretical data.
The scores achieved in table 8 are the result of cross-coupling technique with XOR operation used in the proposed work.
5.12. Comparison
The presented work in this paper selectively choses a small sub set of the syntax elements present in the H.264bit
stream. The work is compared with two other recent works which use the chaotic encryption technique to encrypt the
videos. When compared with [5] which encrypts considerably big set of syntax elements, the coupling of the logistic
maps in the present work has greater impact on the encryption according to the PSNR when compared with the [9]
which uses a larger set of syntax elements. The proposed work records the lowest PSNR compared to the other works
and is the result of the selected syntax elements and the cross coupled logistic map encryption.
10

PSNR in dB

8

8.9
7.5

6.9

6
4
2
0
Khlif et al [14]

Oi Yan et al [10]

Proposed work

Encryption Techniques
Fig.7. Comparison with the recent works.

Fig 7 shows the comparison of the proposed work with some of the recent works which use the similar set of the
syntax elements used in the proposed work.
The encryption technique proposed in this work have been used to explore the properties of the chaotic technique
used in the proposed work. The confusion property of the technique is addressed by the key sensitivity analysis and
randomness tests, which reflects the degree of unpredictability in the technique.
Property of diffusion is shown by PSNR, NPCR, SSIM and statistical analysis, which also show that the necessary
visual degradation is resulted due to the cross-coupling technique. Overall, the results achieved in this section
scientifically prove that the proposed encryption technique is robust and can be used in the real time applications.

6. Conclusion
A novel selective video encryption technique to secure the H.264 videos is presented in this work. The present
state of the work employs the logistic map has been used in many encryption techniques but in this paper the map is
cross coupled with another similar map with different entry conditions. One of the unique properties of the chaotic
encryption being the dependence on the start state is efficiently addressed in this work. The congruence rules are used to
generate the unique sequence to generate the start states of the both the logistic maps. The results of the proposed work
are analyzed using different metrics showing the change in the encryption status with respect to the standalone chaotic
maps and cross coupled maps and the work is compared with some of the recent works. The average the present state of
the research in video encryption broadly uses standalone chaotic maps, whether it is a three-dimensional or fourCopyright © 2021 MECS
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dimensional map, but the analysis presented in this work hints that the cross-coupling technique is an effective way of
encrypting the H.264 videos. The proposed technique can be used in the different media streaming applications like
medical video conferencing, surveillance videos, Video on Demand (VoD), Pay Per View (PPV), etc. The future work
may include priority-based encryption level regulating system which can select the number of syntax elements to be
encrypted based on the needs of the application. Further, cross coupling of 4D hyperchaotic systems can be used to
generate random more interdependent random numbers for the encryption technique.
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